[Characteristics of the motor potentials in disorders of the subcortical motor structures of the human brain].
Properties of motor potentials (MPs) were studied in patients with disturbance of function of subcortical motor structures--disturbance causing parkinsonism manifestations. MPs components are singled out preceding movement--"readiness potential" (N1), "motor potential" (N2) and MP components which are electrophysiological correlates of realization processes (component P2) and movement completion (component N3). It is revealed that MPs in patients with parkinsonism are changed in comparison with the norm; the most significant differences are observed in components N1, P2, N3, what is expressed in prolongation and a certain amplitude decrease of these components. Amplitude-temporal parameters most similar to the norm belong to the component N2, which is considered as an electrophysiological correlate of movement triggering. A hypothesis is suggested on its cortical origin.